
ATTACHMENT F 

Public Comments Letters-Oppose 



From: Matthew Bassi
To: "reyesdoug@hotmail.com"
Subject: RE: No on Cannabis Ordinance
Date: Friday, February 21, 2020 10:58:01 AM

Doug,
Thank you for your email.  I will be sure this becomes part of the public record for
Commission and Council consideration.
 
Matthew C. Bassi
Planning Director
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)
 
Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.
 
From: reyesdoug@hotmail.com <reyesdoug@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 7:53 PM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: No on Cannabis Ordinance
 

[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Hello sir,
 
As a Wildomar resident, I believe its my duty to let you know my disapproval of any ordinance
involving marijuana. 
 
I live in a family oriented community and we do not want any of those type of businesses in our
community. I am sure many if not most residents would agree. 
 
Thank you for time. 

mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:reyesdoug@hotmail.com


From: Matthew Bassi
To: Glenn Copple
Subject: RE: Cannabis In Wildomar
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:10:28 AM

Glen,
Thank you for your email.  I will be sure to pass this on to the Planning Commission
and City Council as part of the public record.
 
Matthew C. Bassi
Planning Director
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)
 
Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.
 
From: Glenn Copple <handyglenn2325@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 8:57 AM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: Cannabis In Wildomar
 
Mr. Bassi:
 
Regarding the proposal to accept Cannabis in Wildomar, Growing , Distribution or
any other form of it being  distributed  in  Wildomar. My question is WHY does
Wildomar even need it?  It  is just one more contribution towards making it more
available to our youth.  I hope that we  keep  Wildomar clean of this product at least
the sale and distribution of same. It's in the best interest for the youth of Wildomar.  
 
Glenn Copple, of Wildomar

mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:handyglenn2325@gmail.com


From: Bridgette Moore
To: Dustin Nigg; Gary Nordquist; Matthew Bassi; Kimberly Davidson
Subject: Fw: License and zoning regulations of Cannabis dispensaries in Wildomar
Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 3:16:14 PM

From: Laurie Nunnally <laurienunnally1@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2019 10:29 AM
To: Bridgette Moore <bmoore@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: License and zoning regulations of Cannabis dispensaries in Wildomar
 
[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Dear Ms. Moore,

As you are a council member  on the cannabis dispensary planning committee, I
am contacting you on behalf of our family and several neighbors, many of us did
attend the recent city  meeting regarding the updates with zoning and regulation
of the impending cannabis dispensaries. 
There are many genuine concerns regarding Wildomars decision to move forward
with this. Of primary concern is that of the proposed zoning regulations.
Unfortunately it has  been mine and many peoples experience that when
broaching this subject within any public forum, whether city meeting or social
media , the response has been heated and often hostile directed in particular to
those who oppose, and sadly that is inclusive of some of your fellow council
members . There is a perception that those who are concerned with zoning and
regulation are automatically opposed to marijuana use and the residents of
Wildomars access to it. This cannot be farther from the truth. While I  personally
 do not believe it is the magic miracle cure for everything  from anxiety to
pancreatic cancer, there are those who will swear by it, and no one is asking their
access or right to it be interrupted or inconvenienced. However there is absolutely
good reason to have concerns against zoning regulations that allow for pot shops
within local shopping centers. I realize the time evidently has come and gone for
residents to voice their opinions on this, and I would tell you, that after owning a
business in Corona within a busy shopping center, I could give you a hundred
reasons  why issuing permits for pot shops in local shopping centers is a horrible
idea. But again the council has heard from  the people, I have been told and it is
time to move forward. With that I do recall there was a proposed zoning map for
pot shops. I do hope that this proposed map will be provided for all of Wildomars
residents to view, preceding a final determination of regulation  and zoning.
Complete transparency on behalf of our city’s leadership before the councils final
choices are made, just might mitigate impending grievances from both sides. 
Thank you so much for your time, 
Laurie Nunnally
Laurienunnally1@gmail.com
951.323.3947

mailto:bmoore@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:dnigg@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:gnordquist@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:kdavidson@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:Laurienunnally1@gmail.com
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From: Matthew Bassi
To: "LeRoux, Mark"
Subject: RE: ND for Proposed Cannabis Declaration
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 2:18:03 PM

Mark,
Thank you for your feedback. I will be sure your email is provided to the Planning
Commission and City Council as part of the environmental and public hearing
process. 
 
Matthew C. Bassi
Planning Director
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)
 
Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.
 
From: LeRoux, Mark <mleroux@appliedmedical.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 12:18 PM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: ND for Proposed Cannabis Declaration
 

[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Matt,
With regards to the notice of Study of the ND for the Cannabis Ordinance Project I
would like to state that allowing regulatory commercial licensing for the cultivation,
distribution and sales of cannabis would not enhance the lifestyle of the Wildomar
community. Allowing this activity would require increased police and judicial services.
The people using cannabis currently would still obtain the product from underground
sources because of the price increase resulting in taxes. The money generated by
these allowances would come from folks that do not regularly use it like young adults
and the elderly. Wildomar would be encouraging the use of it leading to drug related
instances that could result with Wildomar being liable. I taught my children that drugs
were not good for their health and that they were illegal. Cannabis is still not
recognized to be healthy for the human body nor does it poses any medicinal benefits
other than make a person lazy and stupid. Please, do not allow this ordinance to

mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:mleroux@appliedmedical.com


pass.
 
           Thanks,
    Mark LeRoux
   03duece@verizon.net

mailto:03duece@verizon.net


From: Matthew Bassi
To: Michael Schroeder
Subject: RE: Wildomar Cannabis Ordinance Initiative
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:02:38 AM

Michael,
Thank you for your email.  I will be sure to pass this on to the Planning Commission
and City Council as part of the public record.
 
Matthew C. Bassi
Planning Director
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)
 
Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.
 
From: Michael Schroeder <revmas74@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 5:34 PM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: Wildomar Cannabis Ordinance Initiative
 

[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Mr. Bassi,
I would like to speak against the idea of allowing Cannabis retailers, cultivation,
manufacturing, distribution, and testing laboratories in the city of Wildomar.  As
alluring as it may seem to get tax dollars for the city from this business, I do not
believe it is worth the trade off.
 

1. Even though the state of California has legalized the recreational use of
marijuana, it still remains illegal under federal law.

 
2. Legalizing marijuana for adults leads to more teens and preteens using, too,

University of Washington researchers report. More teenagers use marijuana
daily than smoke cigarettes or drink booze, according to the National Institute
on Drug Abuse. In fact, cigarette use is at its lowest level since the institute

mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:revmas74@gmail.com


started tracking it, but weed use is an epidemic."  (See the link for the rest of this
report.)

 
3. This will also have an impact on the youth of our community when it comes to

education. "Adolescent pot users have trouble in school because they suffer
memory impairment, loss of learning ability and reasoning skills and possibly a
permanent decline in IQ Marijuana damages the hippocampus area of the brain,
which impacts memory. Scientists who tracked nearly 4,000 young adults into
their 40's confirmed that marijuana use does lasting damage to memory,
according to research in the Journal of the American Medical Association
published in 2016. Chronic teen marijuana users have dismal futures, reports
the American Public Health Association. They stop their education sooner, are
less likely to have full-time jobs as adults and have lower socio-economic
potential." (See the link for the rest of this report.)

 
4. People who want to say this will be good for the community because of the tax

dollars it will generate aren't looking at the whole picture.  "A study out of
Colorado recently found that for every dollar of marijuana revenue, $4.50 must
be spent to mitigate the damages it causes. More money must be spent to
implement regulatory operations, shut down illegal growing operations, treat
increased rates of Cannabis Use Disorder, and deal with large increases in
stoned driving. On top of that, there is no telling how much will be lost in the
workforce due to workplace absenteeism and injuries as well as lost
productivity." (See the link for the rest of this report.)

 
5. Setting up legalized cannabis shops in Wildomar will not do away with the black

market for the product.  "One in five marijuana users in the state continue to
purchase the drug off the street as opposed to buying it from retail stores. The
situation is so bad that foreign cartels and criminal gangs are turning whole
neighborhoods into pot-growing operations and even growing the drug on
national lands." We have seen this happening in our own backyard as a number
of grow houses in Wildomar have been shut down. (See the link for the rest of
this report.) 

 
6. Finally, with as dangerous as our roads are, should we expect that once you

make marijuana more accessible, we should not expect an increase in impaired
driving?  Hit-and-run accidents are on the rise.

         “In addition to having the most hit-and-run accidents in history on a national level,
2016 (the latest available year for data) was also the most fatal year on record for hit-
and-run crashes in the state of California. AAA says the 337 deaths caused by hit-and-
runs in CA that year was 60% more than the number of fatalities reported 10 years
ago.  While the numbers put California atop the nation when it comes to fatal hit-and-
runs, the state ranks 7th nationally on a per capital basis.  AAA’s report noted that
nationwide, hit-and run deaths have increased by an average of more than 7% since

https://calmca.org/calmcablog/2019/3/21/stop-ignoring-the-brutal-downside-of-legal-pot
https://calmca.org/calmcablog/2019/3/21/stop-ignoring-the-brutal-downside-of-legal-pot
https://calmca.org/calmcablog/2019/1/23/promises-about-legal-weed-benefits-are-false
https://calmca.org/calmcablog/2019/1/23/promises-about-legal-weed-benefits-are-false


2009, and that almost two-thirds of all victims killed in these collisions are
pedestrians or bicyclists.  An article from the Los Angeles Times notes a similarly
alarming trend in Los Angeles, which has seen spike in accidents involving pedestrian
and cyclist deaths, many of which involved hit-and-runs. The 134 pedestrians killed in
2017 in only L.A. was the most recorded in over 15 years, and nearly double the
number of pedestrian deaths in 2015.  California’s problem with hit-and-run accidents
is a major concern, particularly for the pedestrians, cyclists, motorcycle riders, and
motorists for whom traveling city streets and freeways is a part of daily life. As one of
the largest examples of suburban sprawl, Los Angeles and the surrounding
communities of Southern California feel the real effects of the problem first hand, and
at troubling rates." (See the link for the rest of the report)
Please reconsider implementing any ordinance that would make it easier for
recreational marijuana to be more readily available. It will have damaging effects on
our community and on our children.
 
Thank you,
Michael Schroeder
Wildomar Resident
 

https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-vision-zero-20180227-story.html
https://www.biren.com/blog/2019/march/hit-and-run-accidents-in-california-statistics-s/


From: Mark Teague
To: Jasmine Osman
Subject: Fwd: From: Pastor Ron Armstrong Cornerstone Community Church regarding Cannabis ordinance
Date: Thursday, February 20, 2020 12:35:55 PM

From: Matthew Bassi 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 11:44 AM
To: RON ARMSTRONG <Ron30355@aol.com>
Cc: Jeff Rosen <jrosen@go2cornerstone.com>; sprivett@ccs-w.org
Subject: RE: From: Pastor Ron Armstrong Cornerstone Community Church regarding Cannabis
ordinance

Ron,
Thank you for your comments.  We will be sure to add them to the public record as
part of the Negative Declaration process.

Matthew C. Bassi

mailto:mteague@placeworks.com
mailto:josman@placeworks.com


Planning Director

City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463

City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)

Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.

From: RON ARMSTRONG <Ron30355@aol.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 11:38 AM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Cc: Jeff Rosen <jrosen@go2cornerstone.com>; sprivett@ccs-w.org
Subject: From: Pastor Ron Armstrong Cornerstone Community Church regarding Cannabis ordinance

[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Dear Mr. Bassi,

I’ve looked through the CEQA documents and it states that outlets will not be allowed within 600 ft.
of “public/private school, a day care center, youth centers, and parks.”

I’d like to draw your attention to three things as you work through this process:

1. On the map it shows a potential cannabis outlet site in the properties between Baxter and
Cornerstone on Monte Vista Rd.  I wanted to remind the staff that Grace Christian School operates
at 34878 Monte Vista Dr., #120.

2. In the same center at 34878 Monte Vista Dr., multiple churches run youth programs for their
congregations and the community.

3. The 600 ft. buffer is inadequate in the Scenic Highway Commercial areas because they often run
along the freeway and have very few outlets.  For example, on Monte Vista Rd., if someone is on
Monte Vista, it doesn’t matter if the buffer is 300 ft. or 5,000 ft., they will end up traveling the length
of Monte Vista to get to either Baxter or Bundy Canyon.  The 600 ft. buffer is inadequate to prevent
traffic from the cannabis outlet being funneled in front of Cornerstone Christian School or Grace
Christian School.

mailto:Ron30355@aol.com
mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:jrosen@go2cornerstone.com
mailto:sprivett@ccs-w.org


We request that the exclusion area cover all of Monte Vista Rd. between Baxter Rd. and Bundy
Canyon Rd. and in the alternative, that the exclusion at least be altered to reflect an exclusion zone
around Grace Christian School and the other churches operating on Monte Vista Rd. near Baxter Rd.
 
Additionally, we request that consideration be given to other churches in Wildomar that operate
youth programs at their facilities.  To differentiate between a “youth center” and a church that
operates youth programs seems arbitrary.
 
Thank you so much for allowing us to comment during this process and for the work that you and
the staff do to make Wildomar such a nice community.  We appreciate your work very much.
 
Sincerely,
 
Dr. Ron Armstrong
Senior Pastor
Cornerstone Community Church
Wildomar, CA
 
 



From: Matthew Bassi
To: russandjoy Western
Subject: RE: cannabis permits
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2020 11:29:55 AM

Russ and Joy,
Thank you for your feedback.  I will be sure your email is provided to the Planning
Commission and City Council as part of the environmental and public hearing
process. 
 
Matthew C. Bassi
Planning Director
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)
 
Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.
 
From: russandjoy Western <russandjoy_western@msn.com> 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 11:24 AM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: cannibis permits
 
Mr. Bassi: When my family and I moved into Wildomar 30 years ago, we saw a place to raise
our children.  Parks to take our children to, Schools with good teachers along with us to teach
our children To be true upstanding citizens in our community. Which today I am proud to say
Nurses, Doctor, Military Police, Human Resource and even a Stay home Mother. But since the
Cannabis Law has been passed. We as a People have opened Pandora's Box. Weed was usually
kept in the back ground but now that it has been given a green light it is blaring us right in the
face. And the money is what everyone seems to only think about.
 
But they don't think about the downsides of the issue. 1. you cant just let only one person
have a license to sell or you would have lawsuits because now every Tom, Dick and harry
would want a license to sell in every neighborhood. 2. The biggest joke I've heard about weed
is its needed as a crutch. That's because our society has gotten lazy and entitled instead of
getting out in there community's doing things to help. And 3. The Biggest.... Crime these
places bring, because if they cant afford it they will steal it or Rob it and even kill for it.  And
every one around the area is collateral damage.

mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:russandjoy_western@msn.com


 
Prime example I go to Needles California Quite often and for such a small town there is a lot of
Cannabis shops there and I kid you not it seems a third of the town is in drug mode people
laying around on the side walks drugged out urination and feeces  on the side walks is this
what we want our community to become. And our police force is already over whelmed with
the normal stuff. Guess what all your money from the License and taxes will pay for, more
officers. Which is a sad thing to think about the reason why we would need more police. So in
the movie "Its a Wonderful life" you have to ask yourself. Do we want the type of city before,
or after with all the crime and everything else that goes with it. 
 
So all I am saying is let the other community's have the problems these places will create. D
DON'T JUST SEE THE DOLLAR SIGNS. Do the right thing and deny licenses to open these shops
keep this community better than the rest. Thanks for listening Russ and Joy Western



From: Janet Morales
To: Gary Nordquist; Dan York; Matthew Bassi; Kimberly Davidson
Subject: FW: Cannabis Discussion
Date: Tuesday, October 08, 2019 12:34:39 PM

FYI
 
Janet Morales
Acting City Clerk
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Rd
Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
 
951.677.7751 x210
951.698.1463 (Fax)
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday-Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Closed Fridays
 
www.cityofwildomar.org
 
All e-mail to and from the City of Wildomar may be considered public information and may be
disclosed upon request.
 
From: Stan Crippen <stancrippen@mac.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 12:12 PM
To: Marsha Swanson <mswanson@cityofwildomar.org>; Dustin Nigg <dnigg@cityofwildomar.org>;
Bridgette Moore <bmoore@cityofwildomar.org>; Ben Benoit <bbenoit@cityofwildomar.org>;
Joseph Morabito <jmorabito@cityofwildomar.org>
Cc: Janet Morales <jmorales@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: Cannabis Discussion
 

[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Morning Marsha, Dustin, Bridgette, Ben, and Joseph!  First off, I want to thank all
of you for what you did with the vaping issue. I was saddened to hear of the cost
that was incurred by the city at our last School District/City Council Articulation
meeting, but very grateful you made the decision that you did.  There are unseen
lives that will and have been positively affected by the stand you took.  It hopefully
is easier to see that with the recent news of multiple vaping deaths.  
 
I wanted to take a few moments to weigh in on the Cannabis discussion. I’m sure
my position will come as no surprise, but I hope some of my reasoning may prove
enlightening!  Using my 34 years of teaching 6,000 students, 38 years of helping
hundreds of individuals through personal counseling and therapy, and my 66 years

mailto:jmorales@cityofwildomar.org
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of life to create my own personal ‘survey’, there is nothing… Nothing… that I have
encountered that has altered more lives onto a negative path with painful results
than the use of chemical substances.  My brother and I are children of two
wonderful, loving and thoughtful parents who were alcoholic - who missed much
joy and peace in their life because of their use. Cannabis, Marijuana, Pot, Weed,
Grass is well researched and documented as the primary Gateway drug to other
chemical addictions. It is the ‘I don’t care’ drug that caused many of my students a
lack of focus, responsibility, and dedication to achieve a higher standard of living
and complicated their adult family life. That being said, here are my thoughts
related to the current Cannabis issue - 
 

As a school board member, every decision I make is founded on one principle
- “Is it good for kids?”. That is the lens and filter we run every issue through.
 Receiving feedback and survey information is beneficial, but basically the
people have ‘hired’ us by their vote to look more deeply into issues and to try
and decide what is best for each ‘kid’ on a long term basis.  Perhaps your
principle is “Is it good for the community?”.  I don’t envy your position on the
city council because of the myriad of voices you have competing for what is
best -  Is it best financially?  Is it best environmentally?  Is it best health-wise?
Is it best to produce good citizens?. I am especially wary of the profit motive
in this issue, and that profit motive can be private or public.  I question
whether the Cannabis business owners have the best interests of the
Community of Wildomar at heart, as opposed to their personal financial
interests.  The City Council’s job in my view, is to determine if this will bring
more problems or more solutions to our community.  Many will say that we
are foolish if we don’t go after the additional tax revenue.  As with the vaping
issue, I’m not interested in tax revenue that has the potential of endangering
the life or future success of even one of our children (or our adults!).  
The claim has been made that it is ‘the law’.  It is always important to
remember that it is currently a state law that ‘allows’ this to be established, but
that is still against Federal Law, which will have to be rectified by the
Supreme Court.  Please understand to that I am not opposed to medical
marijuana.  What I am for is seeing if it is a medicine, then let’s make sure it
is regulated and governed as all other medicines are by competent, trained,
and educated entities.
It is important to realize that many constituents, especially seniors, are not
connected via Social Media. I did not become aware of this meeting and the
Council decision until this weekend.  I don’t blame you for this; it has been
my choice to not connect to Social Media because of the time in takes away
from things which I deem as more important.  I would just encourage not
basing decisions on low feedback. In my position on the other side of the dais,
I choose to never assume people ‘don’t care’, but more likely, that even as



important as all the things we do as a school board are to their most important
product (their children and grandchildren), they ‘don’t know’ and they trust us
to do what’s right for the good of the community.  We, as I’m sure you have,
have found Social Media to weigh more heavily on the side of
misinformation. Perhaps a post card to residents (or voters) who are aren’t part
of the City of Wildomar email data base would provide more accurate
information and feedback.  
As for its impact on kids, most of my students were introduced to alcohol,
cannabis, and prescription drugs during their middle school years, when the
ability to become addicted increases dramatically.  It was normally provided
by a trusted family member (cousin, brother, sister, parent) or easily accessed
and experimented within the home.  If this law is to be enacted, the Planning
Commission needs to make sure it is not located anywhere near schools, day
care facilities, libraries, playgrounds, youth centers, parks, or any youth
congregating location.  It is ludicrous to claim that a business is a run down
house as we have seen on Grand Ave. with a spray painted green cross on it.
 In order to protect children, the business owners and employees need to be of
proven integrity, wanting to be a part of the community, and not raping it.
There is an ATF and FDA to regulate the alcohol, drug, and tobacco industry.
 What plans are in place in the City of Wildomar to protect our youth from
parents and young adults that are not ‘law abiding’ and introducing children to
choices and substances that they are not ready for, thus complicating their
lives and making the job of education more difficult for their teachers?

Until we have a direct democracy where the majority of the citizens of an area meet
all together and vote on issues, we will have to rely on representative democracy.
 The public entrusts as civic and educational leaders to use the additional resources
and information we have to make decisions that are best for the long term good of
our community.  We don’t have to do what other communities are doing, if it is not
in our best interests.  That is why I return in closing to my original point of what is
the principle that the City Council is basing this decision on;  "Is it good for…”
what?
 
I close in gratitude for each of your time, caring, and effort, by what in my
perception is a bordering on a thankless job!  Mary and I are grateful for all the
progress that has been made in the City of Wildomar.  
 
Gratefully and respectfully, Stan and Mary Crippen



From: Bridgette Moore
To: Gary Nordquist; Matthew Bassi
Subject: Fw: Legalized cannabis sale and growth in Wildomar, why?
Date: Thursday, December 5, 2019 11:09:00 AM

From: Steve Roe <steveroe32@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 5, 2019 10:54 AM
To: Marsha Swanson <mswanson@cityofwildomar.org>; Dustin Nigg <dnigg@cityofwildomar.org>;
Ben Benoit <bbenoit@cityofwildomar.org>; Bridgette Moore <bmoore@cityofwildomar.org>;
Joseph Morabito <jmorabito@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: Legalized cannabis sale and growth in Wildomar, why?
 
[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]
Hello,

I like most people believe what the Riverside County Sheriff Chad Bianco told the
Murrieta/Wildomar Chamber of Commerce 

" While the state has decriminalized drug use, I can tell you that the absolute majority, if not
all, of what I deal with has to do with drugs. Whether it's gangs, it has to do with drugs. If its
domestic violence, it usually deals with some type of alcohol and or drugs. The homeless issue
is about drugs. Everything is about drugs. Drugs are our problem. I don't know if you know or
if you care, but I'm telling you drugs are our problem."

What would cause anyone who cares about doing what is right for our city to legalize the
growth and sale of cannabis in our city of Wildomar?  Could it be that those who vote for it to
be legalized care more about financial interest in taxes than our American citizens?  I can
assure you, those who vote for the legalization of the growth and sale of cannabis in Wildomar
will not receive my vote in any future election.  Nor will they possibly receive the vote from
anyone who opposes the sale and growth of cannabis in Wildomar.

My house was broken into by someone who was on drugs.  This same man broke into many
houses in my area while on drugs. My wife and children were present in the house and were
terrified.  After breaking into my house,  he fled on foot going into another house.  He fled that
house and grabbed a rod swinging it at cars on Bundy Canyon Road.  He got a ride to another
home in another neighborhood to hide.  I watched from a distance as multiple sheriff deputies
struggled to get him out of the house.  Drugs destroy lives and families.  

If you care about people and your American citizens you would oppose the sale and growth of
cannabis.  What are you going to do at the final vote?  

Tax money vs. safety of Wildomar residents

That is what I and others will be waiting to see.

Thank you,

mailto:bmoore@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:gnordquist@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org


Steve Roe 
(Concerned Wildomar resident)



From: Matthew Bassi
To: Terry Jacobson
Subject: RE: Wildomar Cannabis Ordinance Review
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:08:09 AM

Terry,
Thank you for your email.  I will be sure to pass this on to the Planning Commission
and City Council as part of the public record.
 
Matthew C. Bassi
Planning Director
 
City of Wildomar
23873 Clinton Keith Road, Suite 201
Wildomar, CA 92595
Work: 951-677-7751 x213
Fax: 951-698-1463
 
City Hall Hours:
Monday - Thursday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(Friday’s by Appointment)
 
Please note that email correspondence with the City of Wildomar, along with attachments,
may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and therefore, may be subject to
disclosure unless otherwise exempt.
 
From: Terry Jacobson <jacobson_terry@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 4:13 AM
To: Matthew Bassi <mbassi@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: Wildomar Cannabis Ordinance Review
 

I am opposed to any drug that scrambles the brain. I'm sympatric
to medications that relief pain, but not by an easily abused additive
recreational self medicating drug like the different Cannabis plants
provide.
 
How are you going to stop small children from inhaling or worse
smoking a joint with their parents or the new door big kid neighbor
that pushing it on the little ones. Sexual abuse is apart of this
dummy down drug. 
 
We already have a problem with alcohol, note all the empty beer
cans and wine bottles on the sides of the roads. They, (cans &
bottles) didn't drive there by themselves.
 

mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:jacobson_terry@hotmail.com


Sincerely,  
 
Terry Jacobson
34193 Tractor Trail
Wildomar, CA 92595-9298
951-244-3501  



From: Veronica Langworthy
To: John Lloyd; Kim Strong; Eric Filar; Brianna Bernard; Arrin Banks; Marsha Swanson; Dustin Nigg; Ben Benoit;

Bridgette Moore; Joseph Morabito
Cc: Gary Nordquist; Matthew Bassi
Subject: hard data
Date: Monday, October 14, 2019 5:50:13 PM

[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]

Dear Councilmembers and Commissioners,

Please consider the hard data from Colorado as they are a few years ahead of California on the
recreational marijuana front.
California can learn from their lead.
Impacts of Marijuana in Colorado: A Report Pursuant to Senate Bill 13-283 (October 2018)

http://cdpsdocs.state.co.us/ors/docs/reports/2018-SB13-283_Rpt.pdf 
Background
Impact on public safety
Impacts on public health and behavioral health services 
Impact on youth
Overall crime

Data shows that liabilities outweigh the benefits. 
Please vote No to storefront, processing and testing labs, and commercial grow/cultivation in
the City of Wildomar.

Respectfully,
Veronica Langworthy
Resident, Wildomar, California

mailto:vlangworthy29@gmail.com
mailto:jlloyd@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:kstrong@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:efilar@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:bbernard@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:abanks@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:mswanson@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:dnigg@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:bbenoit@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:bmoore@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:jmorabito@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:gnordquist@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
http://cdpsdocs.state.co.us/ors/docs/reports/2018-SB13-283_Rpt.pdf


From: Bridgette Moore
To: Gary Nordquist; Matthew Bassi; Dustin Nigg
Subject: Fw: Code Amendment to allow cannabis businesses
Date: Monday, November 25, 2019 9:21:15 AM

From: Wayne Record <wrecord64@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2019 8:57 AM
To: Bridgette Moore <bmoore@cityofwildomar.org>
Subject: Code Amendment to allow cannabis businesses
 
[The e-mail below is from an external source. Please do not open attachments or click
links from an unknown or suspicious origin.]
Bridgette Moore,

Even though the council approved $50,000 to prepare a code amendment to allow cannabis
businesses to operate in Wildomar, I thank you for voting against moving forward with it.
Depending on who you read, some reporters will say crime doesn’t go up and others will say
crime does go up.  However, when law enforcement spends the majority of it’s time dealing
with drug-related crime, why would we want to bring into our community the kind of people
who would exacerbate the situation?

Please do not allow cannabis businesses to operate in Wildomar.  Please vote this down.

Sincerely,

Wayne Record
A concerned voting Wildomar resident

mailto:bmoore@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:gnordquist@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:mbassi@cityofwildomar.org
mailto:dnigg@cityofwildomar.org
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